Proposed Changes to Traffic and Parking Regulations
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1. Appeals........................................Sec: VI.D
2. ATV/UTV/Golf Carts..................Sec:V
3. Bicycle/Skateboards.............Sec:IV etc

I: General
A. Requirements

ADD #1:
1. Parking permits may either be physical or e-permits, connected to the license plate(s) registered on parking assignee’s parking account. Permit enforcement shall be done primarily using LPR software. (This slides the other numbers down)

2. All motor vehicles, including trailers and MOPEDS (see #6 below), parked on University property must be registered with parking services at the following scheduled times:

3. ... PNR Lot

8. Vehicles shall be oriented in parallel parking spaces and angled parking spaces such that they are directed with the flow of traffic when leaving.
9. Vehicles must be parked within painted lines and without obstructing parking in adjacent spaces.
10. Vehicles must be parked so that a valid license plate or temporary registration is clearly visible from the driving lane.
11. (8) Parking is prohibited... All following numbers will increase by 3, since we added 3 numbers.
14. No vehicle shall be stored.... Only current resident... (Remove the A.)

II: Parking Permits

- Definition- “Parking permits may either be physical permits or ‘e-permits’, connected to the license plate(s) registered on parking assignee’s parking account. Permit enforcement shall be done primarily using LPR software.” (add)

A. General Requirements

2. Only one regular permit per person will be sold with the exception that a person may also purchase a motorcycle and a convertible permit in addition to a regular permit. Purchasing and taking possession of more than one regular permit will be considered illegal registration.

6. Reserved garage stalls will be sold in the order of faculty/staff, students, retirees.

7. ...because retirees receive a free emeritus permit
C. REFUNDS
D. STUDENT PERMITS
E. FACULTY/STAFF PERMITS
F. KSU Polytechnic
G. SPECIAL PERMITS
H. PERMIT DISPLAY, REMOVAL, REPLACEMENT
I. FORGED, STOLEN, OR ALTERED PARKING PERMITS

F. 6. Vendor/Contractor

...Also valid in any J, O, R, T, W or Z lots.

VI: ENFORCEMENT/MISUSE FEES/PENALTIES/APPEALS
B. MISUSE FEES
   Remove Violation
3. $22.00 Mutilated/Unreadable Permit-Displaying a damaged, mutilated or unreadable/improperly displayed parking permit.

C. Other Penalties

1. Students having unpaid fees will not be able to receive a transcript or records.